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 Verily, with the hardship, there is relief. So when you have finished from 
your occupation, then stand up for Allah’s worship. And to your Lord 
(Alone) turn all your intentions and hopes and your invocations. (Surah 
Alam Nasyrah: 6-8 ) 
 “……….. Allah will be give the best way to heaven for who will walk to get 
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Eni Puspitasari. A320040285. A TRANSLATION ANALYSIS OF ENGLISH 
CONDITIONAL SENTENCE IN THE MONALISA SMILE MOVIE AND 
ITS SUBTITLING. Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta, 2011. 
 
This research studies about the translation analysis of English Conditional 
Sentence (ECS) in Monalisa Smile movie and it’s subtitling. The objectives of the 
study are to classify the types of conditional Sentence and to describe the 
equivalence translation of conditional sentence in Monalisa Smile movie. 
The writer employs descriptive qualitative method. By this method, the 
writer uses the subtitling Monalisa Smile movie as the data source, and the data 
are English Conditional Sentence and it’s subtitiling. The technique of data 
collection is documentation technique. The technique of analysis the data is 
comparing method. 
The results of data analysis show that, first there are two categories of 
English Conditional Sentence from 26 data found, they are: English Conditional 
Sentence using if and without if. English Conditional Sentence using if is divided 
into two, namely: ECS type I and ECS type II. In ECS type I have five pattern, 
they are: I data or 3,2% in if + present + future,5 data or 18,5% in if + present + 
modal, 8 data or 29,6% in if + present + present, 1 data or 3,2% in if + present + 
command, and 1 data or 3,2% in if + present continuous + future. Then, in ECS 
type II have two pattern, are:3 data or 11,2%in if + past + past and 1 data or 3,2% 
in If + supposition + past. Besides, the English Conditional Sentence without if, 
using four words to change word if, are: even if found 1 data or 3,2%, otherwise 
found 1 data or 3,2%, unless found 2 data or 7,4%, and in case found 2 data or 
7%,4. Second, from 26 data, there are the translation of all conditional sentence 
are equivalent translation. 
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